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A 
few days ago, a well-
known documentary 
maker, Josh Fox, was 
forcibly removed from a 

House of Representatives commit-
tee meeting he was filming for an 
upcoming documentary. The hearing 
itself related to the infamous method 
of natural gas extraction known as 
“fracking” that is thought responsible 
for contaminating the groundwater 
in Pavilion, Wyo. The committee 
chairman, Representative Andy 
Harris (R-MD), apparently objected 
to the presence of cameras in the 
hearing room, despite the fact that it 
was an open hearing and the same 
hearing was actually recorded and 
broadcast on the committee’s web-
site. Further, Mr. Fox had actually 

attempted to secure permission to 
record the meeting—something 
arguably unnecessary—but his 
requests by email were completely 
ignored.  

I don’t need to point out that 
this is a gross violation of First 
Amendment rights, the filming of a 
congressional hearing for a docu-
mentary clearly being subject to the 
freedom of the press. In addition, 
access to the hearing itself was cer-
tainly not restricted, as it was freely 
watchable over the Internet. So why, 
exactly, was this filmmaker arrested?  

Most disturbingly, this could 
represent the partisan fiat of the 
committee chair. Mr. Fox is widely 
known to be an environmental 
activist who opposes Rep. Harris and 
most of the Republican Party’s views 
regarding fracking, energy explora-
tion and environmental issues. His 

expulsion could be a dire warning 
of the shift of political action in this 
country, in which officials abuse their 
position to silence their opponents 
and those with whom they disagree. 
According to an aide, remov-
ing a person from the committee 
chambers is at the discretion of the 
committee chair, a dubious excuse 
given that the committee hear-
ing was essentially already public 
information, and that the committee 
chair could have simply asked for the 
camera to be removed or turned off  
rather than having Mr. Fox arrested.

“Fracking” is, a highly contentious 
issue, seen as a possibly lucrative new 
stream of revenue by oil companies 
and horribly polluting by envi-
ronmental organizations. In such 
controversies, dissemination of infor-
mation is critical, since it allows the 
public to know and understand the 

risks—in this case, to safe drinking 
water—posed by such a procedure. 
The very fact that an environmental 
critic was removed from the hearing 
smacks of corporate favoritism on 
the part of the committee chair. 
As Rep. Jerry Nadler told the 
Huffington Post, “I have served in 
the House of Representatives since 
1992, and I had the privilege of  
chairing the Subcommittee on the 
Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil 
Liberties. In all that time, I cannot 
recall a chair of any committee or 
subcommittee having ever ordered 
the removal of a person who was 
filming a committee proceeding and 
not being disruptive.” According to 
other representatives quoted in the 
same article, registrations barring 
cameras do exist, but do not call for 
the arrest of the journalist, only the 
confiscation and depowering of the 

camera. Indeed, the purpose of such 
rules is not political censorship, but 
to allow such hearings to take place 
without disruption.

The arrest of Mr. Fox sets a 
dangerous precedent of political 
censorship, in which a reasonably 
powerful politician can attempt 
to prevent the dissemination of  
information at a public hearing to 
those with whom they disagree. No 
matter where you stand on this issue, 
Democrat or Republican, liberal or 
conservative, this is a clear violation 
of numerous Supreme Court rulings 
regarding political censorship, and 
therefore of the First Amendment 
itself. One can only hope that this 
does not represent a worrying trend 
for the future.

You have the right…to leave the room

Alex Bernstein is a sophomore in Arts 
& Sciences. Write to Alex Bernstein at 
ALEX.BERNSTEIN@STUDLIFE.COM

ALEX BERNSTEIN
STAFF COLUMNIST
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

R
ecently, the College of Arts & 
Sciences decided to change the 
requirements for the Dean’s List 
for its students. Previously, students 

in the College of Arts & Sciences were only 
required to have a semester GPA of 3.5 in 
order to receive the honor for that semester. 
Starting in the current spring 2012 semester, the 
requirement will be a GPA of 3.6 in order for a 
student to make Dean’s List.

We believe that this decision is ultimately 
going to be a good thing for the University, 
even if some students will be left out because of  
the change. According to Dirk Killen, associate 
dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, the 

change occurred in order to “better reflect the 
current student achievement,” because Wash. 
U. students have been steadily achieving more. 

The University’s School of Engineering & 
Applied Science and John M. Olin School 
of Business changed their GPA requirements 
several years ago. In this case, the College of  
Arts & Sciences is simply trying to catch up to 
the rest of the University. The goal was to make 
the honor of Dean’s List that was something 
that should be strived for and would be difficult 
to achieve. We recognize that it will be hard for 
students whose GPAs will leave them off the 
list. However, as Wash. U. improves and its stu-
dents achieve higher grades, we must change 

the level of achievement needed for honors in 
order to more accurately reflect exactly what 
designates excelling at a school at which the 
majority of students already do well.

Moreover, the school did not change the 
Latin honors requirements for most current 
students, so students that were hoping to get 
Latin honors with a GPA of 3.5 will not be 
affected by the change. Only the classes of 2015 
and beyond will need a GPA of 3.6 in order to 
receive Latin honors.

We think this policy is going to make Wash. 
U. more widely recognized as a place of high 
academic achievement where in order to be 
considered among the elite of the institution 

you need to perform at a level that would nor-
mally be considered above and beyond.

This decision was made with the best inter-
ests of the institution in mind. The new Dean’s 
List requirements will incentivize students to 
do even better, so they can get the honor of  
being on Dean’s List.

Wash. U. is a place at which students 
constantly strive to do better and to improve 
themselves. We should expect nothing less of  
the institution. The school is constantly trying 
to make itself a place that can attract new tal-
ented students from across the globe. Making 
the Dean’s List requirements more stringent is 
a way for the University to do just that.

New Dean’s List requirements a positive change
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T
he recent revelation 
that Lunar New Year 
Festival was allocated 
$5,500 by Student 

Union for a fireworks display 
has enraged many students. 
Criticisms leveled against 
LNYF and Student Union were 
that the spending was waste-
ful, that SU privileges cultural 
groups over all others and that 
$5,500 was an obscene amount 
of  money to be spent on an 
event. At best, this is pointless, 
inaccurate bickering. At worst, 
the complaints are borderline 
racist. SU gives its money based 
on who puts on the best events, 
not because it prefers cultural 
groups.

The most important issue to 
address is that Student Union 
privileges cultural groups over 
other student groups. This 
is patently false, as a quick 
examination of  Student Union 
Treasury allocations reveals. 
LNYF was only given $2,950 
for the fall semester, the African 
Students Association, $1,672, 
the Korean International 
Student Society, $1,350, Jewish 
Student Union was awarded 
$7,550 , the Muslim Students 
Association, $6,057, and the 
Korean Students Association, 
$5,054.  Although as one critic 
pointed out, many of  these 
numbers are far higher than 
other groups will see for years, 
other groups receive far more.

Desire to promote diversity 
on campus may be a factor 
here (although if  it is, is that 
so offensive?), but the greater 
reason is that Student Union 

provides larger sums for groups 
that, through events, invite the 
participation of  the greater 
student body. EnCouncil, for 
example, was allocated $13,825 
for the fall semester, the vast 
majority of  which went not to 
insular, engineer-specific events 
but rather to Vertigo: a massive, 
University-defining party. Lunar 
New Year Festival filled Edison 
Theatre. And if  groups do spend 
a lot of  their money on them-
selves, we must keep in mind 
that they serve a significant 
section of  the Wash. U. commu-
nity; there are roughly as many 
Asians as there are engineers. 
By contrast, how many people 
participate in or are affected by 
the Outing Club ($876) or the 
Belegarth Medieval Combat 
Society ($416)?

To criticize Lunar New Year 
Festival’s spending suggests 
something more than a disagree-
ment with how the money was 
spent. If  such were the case, 
nearly every group on campus 
could be lambasted. Some 
groups receive funding from 
multiple sources, others spend 
thousands of  dollars on food. 
Others are allocated thousands 
of  dollars to make money 
which does not go to covering 
expenses. I do not take issue 
with groups that do this, but 
to focus specifically on Lunar 
New Year Festival, particularly 
when attacks are given phrases 
like “It’s a show by Asians for 
Asians,” one wonders about the 
objectivity of  its detractors.

Ultimately, though, $5,500 
is a paltry amount. Student 
Union’s total revenues for this 
year came to $2,484,907.43, and 
even that is a pittance compared 

to Wash. U.’s endowment. To 
take issue with the allocation 
of  .22 percent of  SU’s budget 
is ridiculous. It is more fair 
to use the financing of  Lunar 
New Year Festival to point out 
a greater misuse of  Treasury 
funds, but even that alleged mis-
use—that Student Union favors 
cultural groups—is imagined. 
Student Union gives money to 

student groups based on how 
many students will be affected 
by them. EnCouncil and 
Architecture School Council 
received $13,825—mainly for 
Vertigo—and $29,295— mainly 
for Bauhaus—respectively. 
Lunar New Year Festival 
received significantly less for an 
event that was, proportionately 
smaller. To attack LNYF or 

Student Union is unreasonable, 
and perhaps indicates deeper 
issues with the presence of  
cultural groups, rather than any 
preferences by Student Union.

LNYF – worth it

Matthew Curtis is a junior in Arts & 
Sciences. Write to Matthew Curtis at 
MATTHEW.CURTIS@STUDLIFE.COM

MATTHEW CURTIS
STAFF COLUMNIST

I
t’s getting to be that time 
of  year again when we 
undergrads brush up our 
resumes, squeezing as 

many buzz words and leader-
ship roles as we can into a 
single, well-formatted page. 
The actual internship experi-
ence may be rewarding, or you 
might start developing elaborate 
revenge fantasies, a la “Horrible 
Bosses.” Xuedan Wang’s experi-
ence was more like the latter. 
A former unpaid intern for the 
Hearst Corporation, she has 
begun a class-action lawsuit 
claiming the company owes 
wages to her and other interns 
going back to Feburary 2006. 
The class-action suit claims that 
Hearst violated state and federal 
minimum wage and overtime 
laws. As one of  the thousands 
of  wanna-be interns, I recognize 
the value of  an unpaid intern-
ship. I also side with Ms. Wang. 
If  college students are going 
to essentially work for free, we 

deserve to gain some benefit and 
be treated well.

Unpaid internships are a 
tricky business. While col-
lege students are not the most 
vulnerable people on the planet, 
there is room for abuse. Under 
the Fair Labor Standards Act, 
unpaid internships are lawful so 
long as they are “educational” 
and “the internship experience 
is for the benefit of  the intern.” 
Perhaps most relevant to Ms. 
Wang’s case, an intern cannot 
“displace regular employees.” 
She worked 40 to 55 hours a 
week. According to her, she and 
the other interns were treated as 
a “vital labor force” and often 
did work on par with that of  
regular, paid employees. I have 
little doubt that she was, in fact, 
exploited as unpaid labor. In 
any such experience, there’s a 
certain amount of  tedious work 
and crap one has to put up with. 
Ms. Wang’s experience goes far 
beyond that.

So are unpaid internships 
worth it? I have some friends 
who scoff  at the idea, and to 

a certain extent I understand 
their point. Why would anyone 
give up a salary to gain (or not 
gain) an intangible benefit like 
educational experience and a 
company name on your resume? 
Unpaid internships are a life-
style choice as much as a way to 
gain career experience. They’re 
listed along with Starbucks cof-
fee and studying abroad under 
“Stuff  White People Like” for a 
reason: They indicate a certain 
amount of  privilege. While you 
may be gaining valuable career 
experience, you’re working 
for free when you could get an 
actual job.

If  you’re like me, you’re fortu-
nate enough to have parents 
who have the means to pay 
your rent for the summer while 
recouping exactly none of  your 
personal expenses. There is 
money out there for people to 
pay for their expenses during 
summer internships, but I can 
see how only wealthier students 
can afford to do something 
over the summer. There’s a 
hint of  elitism, looking down 

on people working minimum 
wage summer jobs without 
obvious connection to career 
advancement.

That said, I had an unpaid 
internship last summer with 
NARAL Pro-Choice Missouri. 
My experience could not have 
been more different than Ms. 
Wang’s. My fellow interns and I 
were given substantive work and 
treated well. The experience was 
valuable and certainly educa-

tional. Several of  my fellow 
interns had paying jobs as well, 
possibly because most of  us only 
interned 15 to 20 hours a week. 
Part of  the value, at least for me, 
came from my own wide-eyed 

enthusiasm for NARAL’s mis-
sion. I’m interested in politics, 
and I eventually want to become 
the type of  lawyer that does the 
type of  work NARAL does. My 
internship suited my purposes 
exactly. Would I have preferred 
to have been paid? Of  course. 
But corny idealist that I am, the 
experience I gained was a fair 
exchange for my time.

Ms. Wang’s experiences and 
lawsuit shouldn’t dissuade 
anyone from taking an unpaid 
internship this summer. But Ms. 
Wang’s case does draw attention 
to the possible misuse of  unpaid 
student labor and the culture of  
unpaid internships in general. 
If  you’re considering an unpaid 
internship, figure out exactly 
what you want to get out of  it, 
then talk with your boss to make 
sure that happens. We may be 
relatively inexperienced, but 
gaining experience is the whole 
point of  an unpaid internship.

The intern strikes back

Natalie Villalon is a junior in Arts & Sci-
ences. Write to Natalie Villalon at 
NATALIE.VILLALON@STUDLIFE.COM

NATALIE VILLALON
FORUM EDITOR

There’s a hint of 
elitism, looking down 

on people working 
minimum wage 

summer jobs without 
obvious connection to 
career advancement.

I
n an act of  unusual brilliance this 
week, the U.S. Senate passed the 
Stop Trading on Congressional 
Knowledge (STOCK) Act, a law to 

bar members of  Congress and their staff  
from acting on private information in 
regards to trading financial stocks. Some 
would consider this a long overdue dose 
of  common sense, while members of  
Congress consider themselves saints for 
forfeiting their ability to profit off  of  inside 

information. Regardless, Congress should 
continue attacking the most despised insti-
tution in the country—itself.

While believing it must wipe our butts 
and tuck us into bed every night, Congress 
expects a tremendous amount of  trust 
from the American people. The same insti-
tution that dictates what we can put into 
our bodies, whom we can marry, how we 
can conduct business, and how schools are 
run expects citizens to believe they won’t 
abuse power. The irony would be humor-
ous if  Congress didn’t try to run our daily 
lives. In an ideal situation, Congress would 

affect the day-to-day aspects of  Americans 
about as much as the winner of  a football 
game.

Rather than cutting aid to the poor or 
raising taxes, Congress should continue 
stockpiling regulations over their public 
offices; spending cuts would be an added 
bonus. Legislators don’t need pensions, 
should receive smaller salaries, can cut 
back on their staff, and should be term-
limited. Members of  the Tea Party and 
Occupy movements would both rejoice.

These are not ideas that would dra-
matically reduce the debt or solve major 

problems such as healthcare, foreign policy 
or the economy; they would merely signal 
that Congress is getting out of  the way and 
allowing Americans to choose their own 
paths in life.  In an election year, contro-
versial legislation will be minimal as both 
sides attempt to gain momentum heading 
into November. Finding common ground 
in reducing the power of  an overreaching 
federal government would be the biparti-
sanship Americans crave.

A call for more regulation

Kevin Paule is a senior in Arts & Sciences. Write 
to Kevin Paule at 
KEVIN.PAULE@STUDLIFE.COM

KEVIN PAULE
STAFF COLUMNIST
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RE: LNYF explores the Year of the Dragon
“While I’m all for embracing 
diversity on campus, how can 
LNYF possibly justify getting 
$5,500 for fireworks? Or using 
close to $1,000 for food in a 
semester (in addition to other 
wasteful spending)?
In the end, what’s the goal of 
LNYF? It’s ultimately a show 
by Asians for Asians. Except 
they get allocated ridiculous 

amounts of money.lot of flack 
for taking this courageous 
stand, but I applaud then for 
taking it.”
 - red
“We don’t think this is a waste 
of money – eating together is 
a great way for performers to 
get to know one another out-
side of their own dances. We 
are not just about putting on a 

show to the audience, we are 
also a community of students 
who share the passion of 
dancing, acting, and exploring 
Asian culture.freely in an open 
forum.”
 - Rina Matsumoto
“What about the $32,251 
allocated for Sofia Vergara 
(no-show) or the $92,350 al-
located for Al Gore (no-show)? 

LNYF got allocated 1/10th the 
money, and it certainly seems 
like more people enjoyed it 
than an empty graham chapel 
with an empty speaker.
The next time you say it’s a 
show by Asians for Asians, you 
should really go to the show 
and look at the makeup of its 
audience.”
-anonymous

studlife.com
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neighborhood spotlight

Your guide to 
the delmar loop 

The Delmar Loop is a picturesque 
street located a few hundred feet from 
the Danforth Campus. Thanks to the 
Greenway Walk, the Loop is perfect for 
a first place for freshmen to break out 
of the Wash. U. bubble. Later, it’s a sta-
ple of upperclassmen’s social lives, with 
some of them residing here as well. If 
you’re looking to go out with friends, 
but lack transportation or just want to 
stick close to home, consider the Loop. 
A great place to take any prospective 
freshmen for its iconic Blueberry Hill, 
Fitz’s and Walk of Fame.

“The Delmar Loop is a destination 
in St. Louis that is unlike any other area 
in that our street has the most interna-
tional types of cuisine than any other 

place in St. Louis,” Jessica Bueler, the 
president of the Loop Special Business 
District, said. “It’s really an area that is 
all about embracing individuality and 
diversity.”

The Delmar Loop was founded in 
1891 and started to thrive in the 1930s. 
When suburban shopping malls hit the 
nation in the 1950s, the Loop entered 
a decline.

Some residents of University City, 
however, refused to give up. Joe Ed-
wards, the ponytailed owner of iconic 
places like Blueberry Hill, the Pageant 
and the Moonrise, believed in the area. 
He built Blueberry Hill in 1972 and in 
1980 started to organize the local busi-
ness owners. They created a special 
taxing district, the profits of which 
would go toward rejuvenating the Loop 

with amenities like more lighting and 
large flower pots. Developers were 
incentivized to work on the Loop in 
1984, when it was listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places.

Edwards started the St. Louis Walk 
of Fame in 1988. Chuck Berry, the 
rock and roll star responsible for hits 
like “Johnny B. Goode” and “Roll Over 
Beethoven,” received the first star.

“The Walk of Fame is a nice thing 
for St. Louisians, especially younger 
children. They can aspire to be good 
role models,” Edwards said.

The Walk now has 127 stars, indi-
cating famous people from St. Louis. 
Some stars connected to Washington 
University include William Danforth 
and Howard Nemerov. 

The Walk of Fame isn’t Edwards’ 

sole contribution to the Loop. He also 
helped establish the Planet Walk, a 
to-scale model of the solar system. This 
walk accurately indicates the distance 
between all the planets and provides 
informational postings about where 
each of the planets would be located, 
along with facts like how much you 
would weigh on that planet and which 
Roman god it is named after.

Edwards’ efforts paid off, and the 
Delmar Loop was named one of the 10 
Great Streets in America in 2007.

Edwards’ next project is to bring 
back a vintage trolley as an homage to 
the trolley that made a loop along Del-
mar from the 1930s through the1960s. 
The trolley would run from University 
City Hall to the History Museum in 
Skinker–DeBaliviere. 

A rejuvenated street

The Loop by the numbers
It’s .5 miles  from the Danforth campus

2 citiesLocated in  (St. Louis to the east and University City to the west).

The Loop is long2.2 miles
It’s home to 3 religious centers
It’s composed of 6 blocks

A less than  walk from the Danforth campus10-minute

in America by American Planning Association

Called one of the 10 great streets

46 restaurants are located on the Loop

127 stars on the St. Louis Walk of Fame

More than 140 boutiques, shops, restaurants 
and galleries.

MICHELLE MERLIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Del mar Loop
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